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This two volume shrink-wrapped set offers up-to-date information, presented in clear, concise

language. It is a portable, affordable reference and is ideal for use at home, at school, and in the

office.
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Merriam-Webster, Incorporated is America's oldest and most respected publisher of dictionaries and

other language reference products. Our staff of full-time lexicographers is the largest in America and

our database of more than 16.5 million examples of words used in context is the most extensive in

the world. With more than 170 years of accumulated knowledge and expertise this distinguished

company represents a tradition that dates back to Noah Webster.

I bought this for my 5th grade daughter to use as reference when she is reading and doesn't know

the definition of a word. Out of the 12 words she looked up - she only found the definition for 1. You

get what you pay for here, this just isn't complete.

Missing 56 pages

I bought this item for my child to assist with spelling homework and general writing exercises from

school. I was surprised to learn that she had not been taught how to use one before, but I make her

use it several times during her homework sessions. It beats having to spell everything out and is



also useful for teaching her how alphabetical filing works. Even today, this skill is important, though

sometimes overlooked due to the ease of Google, Wikis, etc.Well worth the minimal price.

A-OK, A1, awesome, bang-up, banner, beautiful, blue-chip, blue-ribbon, boffo, bonny (also bonnie)

[chiefly British], boss [slang], brag, brave, bully, bumper, capital, choice, classic, cool [slang],

corking, crackerjack, cracking, dandy, divine, dope [slang], down [slang], dynamite, fab, fabulous,

famous, fantabulous [slang], fantastic, fine, first-class, first-rate, first-string, five-star, four-star,

frontline, gangbusters (also gangbuster), gilt-edged (or gilt-edge), gone [slang], grand, great,

groovy, heavenly, high-class, hot, hype [slang], immense, jim-dandy, keen, lovely, marvelous (or

marvellous), mean, neat, nifty, noble, number one (also No. 1), numero uno, out-of-sight [slang], par

excellence, peachy, peachy keen, phat [slang], prime, primo [slang], prize, prizewinning, quality,

radical [slang], righteous [slang], sensational, slick, splendid, stellar, sterling, superb, superior,

superlative, supernal, swell, terrific, tip-top, top, top-flight, top-notch, top-of-the-line, topping [chiefly

British], top-shelf, unsurpassed, wizard [chiefly British], wonderfulThese are ALL words I found in

this book to describe just how good it is!

this dictionary was a joke. there were no A or B words. started with C. the C words words were all

over the place, within the D and E's. throughout the whole book. pages were torn out, a horrible,

horrible book.I will never use this seller again. I am just shocked that someone would send this out.

Perfect for what I needed

too elementary

It was in excellent condition, thank you!
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